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Abstract. We present a method for generating higher-order finite volume discretizations for
Poisson’s equation on Cartesian cut cell grids in two and three dimensions. The discretization is in
flux-divergence form, and stencils for the flux are computed by solving small weighted least-squares
linear systems. Weights are the key in generating a stable discretization. We apply the method to
solve Poisson’s equation on a variety of geometries, and we demonstrate that the method can achieve
second and fourth order accuracy in both truncation and solution error for these examples. We also
show that the Laplacian operator has only stable eigenvalues for each of these examples.
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1. Introduction. There are many numerical approaches to solve Poisson’s equa-
tion in complex geometries. Green function approaches [16, 10, 8], such as the fast
multipole method, are fast and near-optimal in complexity, but they are not conser-
vative. Also, they cannot be easily extended to variable and tensor coefficient Poisson
operators, which are important in the earth sciences and multi-material problems.
Another popular approach is to use the finite element method, which has a num-
ber of advantages. These advantages include negative-definite discrete operators,
higher-order accuracy, and ease of extension to variable coefficients. The conditioning
and accuracy of the discrete finite element operator can be strongly mesh-dependent,
however [6]. Unfortunately, generating meshes with higher-order conforming elements
for complex 3D domains is still an expensive, globally-coupled computation, and an
open area of research [17].
This motivates the need for simpler grid generation. Cut cells are a simple way of
addressing this. In a cut cell (or embedded boundary) method, the discrete domain
is the intersection of the complex geometry with a regular Cartesian grid. Such
intersections are local, and can be calculated very efficiently in parallel, enabling
fast computation of solution-dependent moving boundaries [2, 20]. The complexity
of dealing with complex geometries is shifted back to the discretization approach.
The cut-cell approach has been used successfully to solve Poisson’s equation in finite
volume [13, 19] and finite difference [9, 14] discretizations.
For many problems, such as heat and mass transfer, discrete conservation is im-
portant. Finite volume methods are discretely conservative by construction because
they are in discrete flux-divergence form [15]. Previous finite volume methods for
Poisson’s equation are first order in truncation error near the embedded boundary
and second order in solution error [13, 19].
We present a method for generating higher-order finite volume discretizations for
Poisson’s equation on Cartesian cut cell grids in two and three dimensions. The dis-
cretization is in flux-divergence form. We compute stencils for the flux by solving small
weighted least squares systems. In principle, the method can produce discretizations
for any given order of accuracy. In Section §3, we apply the method to solve Poisson’s
equations on a number of geometries, and we demonstrate the method can achieve
both second order and fourth order convergence in both truncation and solution error.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section §2, we introduce our method. In
Section §3, we present 2D and 3D examples that demonstrate convergence with grid
refinement. We also show that the Laplacian operator has only stable eigenvalues.
Finally, we demonstrate that the method is robust under small perturbations in the
geometry.
2. Method. We design a conservative finite volume method to solve Poisson’s
equation
∆φ = ρ
for the potential φ on a domain Ω with a charge distribution ρ. First, we write the
equation in flux-divergence form:
∇ · ∇φ = ρ.
Integrating over an arbitrary region V ⊆ Ω and applying the divergence theorem gives∫
V
∇ · ∇φdV =
∫
∂V
∇φ · ndA. (2.1)
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Our method is based on using a higher-order interpolant of φ to approximate the flux∫
∂V
∇φ · ndA.
2.1. Spatial Notation. Our computational domain is a set of distinct, con-
tiguous volumes, {Vv}, each of which is part of an intersection of Ω with a cell Vi in
a regular grid of grid spacing h,
Vi = [i1h, (i1 + 1)h]⊗ ...⊗ [iDh, (iD + 1)h] ≡ [ih, (i + u)h],
where the index i = (i1, ..., iD), and u = (1, ..., 1). Note that we use the index v to
uniquely identify a volume; for a given regular cell Vi, there may be more than one
Vv such that ∪{Vv ∩ Vi} = Vi ∩Ω, especially in the case of very complex geometries.
The grid-aligned faces associated with Vi in the ±d directions are identified by
an additional half index, i± 12ed, where ed is the unit vector with components edi = 1
if i = d, 0 otherwise. For example,
Ai+ 12ed ≡
[
ih, (i + u− ed)h] .
For a given volume Vv, its surface ∂Vv is discretized into grid-aligned faces, Av± 12ed =Ai± 12ed ∩ ∂Vv, which are shared between neighboring volumes. Vv may also contain
a portion of the domain boundary, which we indicate with Abv = ∂Ω ∩ ∂Vv. In either
case, we use the index f to provide a unique global index into the set of all such
faces, {f(v) : Af ∈ ∂Vv}. When discussing volume- or face-average quantities in the
sections below, we will use notational shortcuts where v or f are associated with Vv
or Af , respectively. For example,
〈φ〉v ≡
1
|Vv|
∫
Vv
φdV , and (2.2)
〈φ〉f ≡
1
|Af |
∫
Af
φdA .
Volumes and faces contained within Ω that do not contain a portion of the domain
boundary are called “full,” whereas those that do are “cut” by the embedded bound-
ary. We will often identify irregular faces and volumes in terms of their “fraction” of
a regular one, that is:
|Vv| = κvhD , and
|Af | = αfhD−1 ,
where κv and αf are called the volume- and area-fraction, respectively.
Finally, we define the volume moments and face moments that show up in our
discretization. In the paper, we use multi-index notation. In particular, for p =
(p1, ..., pD), x = (x1, ..., xD), and y = (y1, ..., yD), we define
(x + y)p =
D∏
d=1
(xd + yd)
pd .
The pth volume moment of Vv is
mpv (x0) =
∫
Vv
(x− x0)pdV. (2.3)
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The pth face moment of Af is
mpf (x0) =
∫
Af
(x− x0)pdA. (2.4)
For an embedded boundary face, it is useful to define a second face moment that
includes the normal to the face:
mpd,f (x0) =
∫
Af
(x− x0)pnd(x)dA, (2.5)
where nd is the dth component of the outward unit normal to f .
2.2. Flux Approximation. Setting V = Vv in (2.1) and dividing by the volume
of Vv we get
1
|Vv|
∫
Vv
∇ · ∇φdV = 1|Vv|
∑
f(v)
∫
Af
∇φ · n dA .
We approximate the flux by replacing φ by a polynomial interpolant. Suppose
ψ(x) =
∑
|p|<P
cp(x− x0)p
is a polynomial interpolant of φ such that φ(x) = ψ(x0) +O(|x− x0|P ). Then∫
Af
∇φ · ndA =
∑
|p|<P
cp
∫
Af
∇(x− x0)p · ndA+O(hP+D−1).
2.2.1. Calculating the Polynomial Interpolant. To solve for the coefficients
cp, we create a system of equations using voume-averaged values of neighboring vol-
umes and face-averaged values of neighboring boundary faces. For a face f , we require
〈ψ〉v = 〈φ〉v ,
for all neighboring volumes Vv. Using equations (2.2) and (2.3), this simplifies to
1
|Vv|
∑
|p|<P
cpm
p
v = 〈φ〉v . (2.6)
If we are given the Dirichlet boundary condition φ = g on a neighboring boundary
face fb, then we require
1
|Afb |
∑
|p|<P
cp
∫
Afb
(x− x0)pdA = 1|Afb |
∫
Afb
gdA,
or
1
|Afb |
∑
|p|<P
cpm
p
fb
(x0) =
1
|Afb |
∫
Afb
gdA, (2.7)
using equation (2.4).
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If, instead, the Neumann boundary condition ∇φ · n = g is specified on fb then
we require
1
|Afb |
D∑
d=1
∑
|p|<P
cp
∫
Afb
∂e
d
(x− x0)pnddA = 1|Afb |
∫
Afb
gdA,
or
1
|Afb |
D∑
d=1
∑
|p|<P
pdcpm
p−ed
d,fb
=
1
|Afb |
∫
Afb
gdA, (2.8)
using equation (2.5). Here, we set mp−e
d
d,fb
= 0 if p ≤ ed to simplify the notation.
Equations (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8) represent a linear system of equations for the
polynomial coefficients cp. Let c = [. . . cp . . . ]
T and
Avp =
mpv (x0)
m0v
.
Let
bfb,p =
mpfb
m0fb
,
if Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed on fb and
bfb,p =
1
m0fb
D∑
d=1
pdm
p−ed
d,fb
.
if Neumann boundary conditions are prescribed on fb. Recall, m
0
v = |Vv| and m0f =
|Af | (see equations (2.3) and (2.4)).
Finally, let Φvol = [. . . 〈φ〉v . . . ]T and G = [. . . 〈g〉fb . . . ]T . Then the combined
linear system is 
. . .
. . . Avp . . .
. . .
. . . bfb,p . . .
. . .
 c =
[
Φvol
G
]
,
or
Ac = Φ,
where
A =

. . .
. . . Avp . . .
. . .
. . . bfb,p . . .
. . .
 (2.9)
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and
Φ =
[
Φvol
G
]
. (2.10)
If we have sufficiently many neighbors, this is an overdetermined full-rank system.
We use weighted least squares to obtain the coefficients c:
c = (WA)†WΦ.
In this paper, we only consider an invertible diagonal weighting matrix W .
The weights are extra degrees of freedom in the system, which we use to generate
a stable Laplacian operator with eigenvalues that lie on the left half of the complex
plane. Let F = [. . . Fp . . . ]
T , where
Fp =
∫
Af
∇(x− x0)p · ndA.
Then ∑
|p|<P
cp
∫
Af
(x− x0)pdA = FT c
= FT (WA)†WΦ.
The vector
s = W (ATW )†F (2.11)
is a stencil for computing the flux through f . Note that s satisfies the equation
AT s = F, (2.12)
which is an underdetermined system for s. The case
s = (AT )†F
is the solution with minimum L2 norm. This flux stencil does not decay with distance
from the face (see Figure 2.1), and it produces an unstable Laplacian operator with
large positive eigenvalues (data not shown). Equation (2.11) is the solution that
minimizes ‖W−1s‖2. By choosing weights that decay with distance, we can force the
flux stencil to also decay with distance (see Figure 2.1). Our particular choice of
weights is given in Section 2.4.
2.3. Order of Accuracy. In general, we cannot calculate the moments exactly.
The geometry and the corresponding moments are constructed using the method in
[20]. Let Mpd,f (x0) denote the approximation to the exact moment m
p
d,f (x0), so that
Mpd,f (x0) = m
p
d,f (x0) +O(h
R).
Recall that
φ(x) =
∑
|p|<P
cp(x− x0)p +O(|x− x0|P ).
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Fig. 2.1: Fourth-order Laplacian stencil for the cell highlighted in red. Without
weights, the stencil values do not decay with distance.
In this subsection, we show that the truncation error for the kappa-weighted
Laplacian operator is O(hP−2) if R = P +D − 2.
We assume that for face f , x0 is some point such that |x−x0| ≤ Ch for all points
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x on the face. Then∫
Af
∇φ · ndA =
∑
|p|<P
cp
∫
Af
∇(x− x0)p · ndA+O(hP+D−2)
=
D∑
d=1
∑
|p|<P
cp
∫
Af
pd(x− x0)p−ednd(x)dA+O(hP+D−2)
=
D∑
d=1
∑
|p|<P
pdcpm
p−ed
d,f (x0) +O(h
P+D−2)
=
D∑
d=1
∑
|p|<P
pdcpM
p−ed
d,f (x0) +O(h
R) +O(hP+D−2).
We get
κv
|Vv|
∫
Vv
∇ · ∇φdV = 1
hD
∑
f(v)
∫
Af
∇φ · ndA
=
1
hD
∑
f(v)
D∑
d=1
∑
|p|<P
pdcpM
p−ed
d,f (x0) +O(h
R) +O(hP+D−2).
At volumes Vv that are sufficiently far from the boundary (i.e. they only include
regular volumes in their Laplacian stencils), the truncation error is O(hP−1) if R =
P + D − 1. The O(hP−2) term in the polynomial interpolation error cancels out
because of symmetry in the flux stencils.
The truncation error is not the same for different choices of norms because of this
disparity in the order of accuracy between volumes near the boundary and interior
volumes. The error in the L∞ norm is O(hP−2). In the L1 norm, however, it is
O(hP−1). If N = 1/h, then the number of volumes near the boundary is O(N)
whereas the number of interior volumes is O(N2). So, the L1 error looks like∑
|eij |∆V ≈ N2(hP−1)(h2) +N(hP−2)(h2) = hP−1.
In contrast, the solution error has the same order of accuracy in all the norms.
Using potential theory arguments (see [12] for details), it can be shown that the
error is O(hP ) near the boundary for Dirichlet boundary conditions and O(hP−1) for
Neumann boundary conditions. In the interior, the solution error is O(hP−1). So, the
order of accuracy in the solution is Q if P = Q+ 1 and R = Q+D.
2.4. Neighbors and Weights. Recall, the polynomial interpolant ψ is
ψ =
∑
|p|<P
cp(x− x0)p.
In our method, we choose x0 to be the face center when f is a grid-aligned face. If f
is an embedded boundary face, x0 is the center of the cell cut by f .
We take the neighbors of a volume V to be the volumes in the physical domain
that are Rn cells away from V . We call Rn the path radius. If a neighboring volume
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(a) Neighbors of a grid-aligned face (in blue)
and two embedded boundary faces (whose cor-
responding cut cells are highlighted in red and
green). In this diagram, the path radius Rn is
3.
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
(b) Volumes involved in the Laplacian stencils
for three volumes (highlighted in blue, green,
and red).
Fig. 2.2: Neighbors used to construct stencils (flux stencils for faces and Laplacian
stencils for volumes).
touchs a boundary face, then that boundary face is also regarded as a neighbor of V .
The neighbors of a face f are the neighbors of its adjacent volumes. See Figure 2.2.
For simplicity, our method uses one path radius for all volumes in the domain.
To pin down the interpolant for a boundary face, we need a large path radius. In our
results, we set Rn = 2 for the second-order method, and Rn = 3 for the fourth-order
method.
As explained at the end of Section 2.2.1, we want a weighting that emphasizes
nearest neighbors, and gives little weight to far away neighbors. Our results were
constructed with the weighting matrix W , with entries
Wii =
{
1 |xi−x0|h <
1
2
(2 |xi−x0|h )
−5 |xi−x0|
h ≥ 12
.
If the ith row of A (equation (2.9)) corresponds to a volume, then xi is the cell center.
If it corresponds to a grid-aligned boundary face, then xi is the face center. Finally,
if it corresponds to an embedded boundary face, then xi is the cell center of the cut
cell.
3. Results. In this section, we apply the method to solve Poisson’s equation on
several different geometries, and demonstrate that the method achieves second and
fourth order accuracy and produces a stable Laplacian operator.
3.1. Approximate Moments. The results presented in this paper were all
obtained using O(h6+D−1) accurate face moments and O(h6+D) accurate volume mo-
ments. (Note that for D = 2, the grid-aligned face moments are one-dimensional and
are calculated exactly.)
3.2. Solver. We use the algebraic multigrid (AMG) method in the PETSc solver
framework for our linear equation solves [4, 3, 5]. PETSc provides interfaces to several
third party AMG solver and has a build in AMG solver, GAMG. We use a GMRES
solver preconditioned with GAMG, which implements a smoothed aggregation AMG
method [1]. To compute eigenvalues we use SLEPc, an extension of PETSc [11, 7].
The eigenvalues are found using Davidson methods [18].
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3.3. Computing Convergence Rates. To compute convergence rates, we pre-
scribe an exact solution and compare the computed quantities to the exact quantities.
Convergence rates are calculated for the face fluxes, the operator truncation error, and
the solution error. For a face f , the error in the face flux is
efluxf =
1
Af
sTf Φ−
1
Af
∫
f
∇φ · ndA,
where sf is the flux stencil (equation (2.11)) and Φ is defined in equation (2.10).
Here, we have written sf instead of s to highlight that s depends on f . The flux error
is computed for all of the faces, including boundary faces. The (kappa-weighted)
truncation error for a volume Vv is
elaplv =
κv
|Vv|
∑
f(v)
sTf(v)Φ−
κ
|Vv|
∫
Vv
∆φdV.
Finally, the solution error for Vv is the difference between the computed volume-
average of φ and the exact volume-average.
The L∞ error is the maximum absolute error over the faces or the cells. For the
flux, the L1 error is defined as
efluxL1 =
1∑
f αf
∑
f
|efluxf |αf .
The L1 truncation error is
elaplL1 =
∑
Vv
|elaplv ||Vv|.
Similarily for the solution error.
In each of 2D tests, the exact solution is
φ(x, y) = sin(2pi(x−
√
2/2)) sin(2pi(x−
√
3/2)).
The exact solution for the 3D example is given in Section 3.6.
3.4. Circle. Our first test geometry is the circle
(x− 0.5)2 + (y − 0.5)2 = 0.252.
We apply the method to the region outside of this circle.
For this geometry, we simulate three cases:
1. 2nd order method with Dirichlet boundary conditions on the boundaries,
2. 4th order method with Dirichlet boundary conditions on the boundaries,
3. 4th order method with Dirichlet boundary conditions on the square and Neu-
mann boundary conditions on the circle.
Figure 3.1 shows the solution error for test cases 2 and 3. Convergence rates are given
in Table 3.1 for the three cases.
Figure 3.2a shows the spectra for the Laplacian operator in test cases 2 and
3. We have not weighted the operator by the volume fraction. In both cases the
eigenvalues of the operator lie in the left half plane. There are a few eigenvalues
with large negative real part. The eigenvectors corresponding to these eigenvalues
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(a) Dirichlet boundary conditions on the cir-
cle.
(b) Neumann boundary conditions on the cir-
cle.
Fig. 3.1: Solution error for fourth order method applied to area outside of circle with
center (0.5, 0.5) and radius 0.25. Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed on the
square. The meshwidth of the Cartesian grid is h = 1/64.
are concentrated in the small cut cells. There is also a cluster of eigenvalues whose
imaginary parts are relatively large. If this operator is combined with a temporal
discretization like the trapezoidal rule to solve the heat equation, these eigenvalues
would introduce oscillations in the solution; however, these oscillations are quickly
damped out because the eigenvalues also have large negative real parts.
Without weights, the operator has large positive eigenvalues and is unstable (data
not shown). The eigenvectors for the positive eigenvalues are supported on the small
cells. The operator also has a pair of eigenvalues with significantly large imaginary
parts, with eigenvectors that couple the smallest cells.
As a point of reference, we have plotted the spectrum for the second-order operator
generated using the method in [19], (see Figure 3.3). This operator is weighted by the
volume fraction. Like our fourth-order operator, this operator also has eigenvalues
with non-negligible imaginary components.
3.4.1. Geometric Perturbations. Perturbations in the geometry can produce
small cells. Our next set of tests demonstrates that the method is robust under small
changes in the geometry. In particular, we perturb the radius and center of the circle
in the last example, and apply the fourth order method to solve Poisson’s equation on
the perturbed domains. Table 3.2 lists the smallest volume fractions for the original
circle example and three perturbations of this circle on the three grids used in the
study. Note that perturbing the circle’s center from x0 = (0.5, 0.5) to x0 = (0.51, 0.5)
changes the smallest volume fraction by a magnitude!
Despite these differences in the geometry, the κ-weighted truncation error and
solution error hardly change. Tables 3.3 and 3.4 display the convergence rates in
the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions and Neumann boundary conditions on the
embedded boundary, respectively.
The spectrum for each perturbation is similar to the spectrum in the previous
example. The eigenvalues lie in the left half-plane for each of the perturbations. Also,
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Test e32 Order e64 Order e128
2nd order, Dirichlet EB 5.01 1.03 2.44 1.72 7.43e-01
4th order, Dirichlet EB 9.36e-02 3.96 6.00e-03 2.62 9.72e-04
4th order, Neumann EB 5.30e-02 2.00 1.33e-02 2.83 1.87e-03
(a) L∞ convergence rates for κ-weighted truncation error.
Test e32 Order e64 Order e128
2nd order, Dirichlet EB 2.39e-01 1.91 6.39e-02 1.96 1.64e-02
4th order, Dirichlet EB 4.89e-03 3.97 3.11e-04 3.89 2.10e-05
4th order, Neumann EB 5.37e-03 3.87 3.68e-04 3.80 2.64e-05
(b) L1 convergence rates for κ-weighted truncation error.
Test e32 Order e64 Order e128
2nd order, Dirichlet EB 1.36e-03 1.90 3.65e-04 1.92 9.64e-05
4th order, Dirichlet EB 2.56e-05 4.17 1.43e-06 3.86 9.80e-08
4th order, Neumann EB 5.24e-05 3.89 3.52e-06 3.94 2.29e-07
(c) L∞ convergence rates for solution error.
Test e32 Order e64 Order e128
2nd order, Dirichlet EB 4.06e-04 2.04 9.90e-05 1.97 2.52e-05
4th order, Dirichlet EB 5.70e-06 3.91 3.78e-07 3.91 2.52e-08
4th order, Neumann EB 1.07e-05 4.05 6.48e-07 3.96 4.16e-08
(d) L1 convergence rates for solution error.
Table 3.1: Convergence rates for method applied to area outside of circle with center
(0.5, 0.5) and radius 0.25. eN is the error for a grid with meshwidth h = 1/N . Dirichlet
boundary conditions are prescribed on the square.
Geometry N=32 N=64 N=128
x0 = (0.5, 0.5), r = 0.25 4.5e-3 1.0e-2 2.5e-4
x0 = (0.5, 0.5), r = 0.255 1.7e-2 6.8e-3 9.5e-5
x0 = (0.501, 0.501), r = 0.25 4.0e-4 1.6e-3 7.2e-6
x0 = (0.51, 0.5), r = 0.25 3.6e-4 2.3e-4 4.5e-5
Table 3.2: Smallest volume fraction on a NxN Cartesian grid for the domain outside
of circle with center x0 and radius r.
there are a few eigenvalues with large negative real part corresponding to the small
cells and a cluster of eigenvalues with non-negligible imaginary part. We summarize
the main features of each spectrum in Figure 3.2.
3.5. Other Geometries. In the next few sections, we apply the fourth order
method on different geometries. In each case, the operator spectrum looks similar to
the circle example: there are a few eigenvalues with large negative part that corre-
spond to small cells and a cluster of eigenvalues with non-negligible imaginary part.
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Test e32 Order e64 Order e128
x0 = (0.5, 0.5), r = 0.255 7.24e-02 3.59 6.00e-03 3.10 7.01e-04
x0 = (0.501, 0.501), r = 0.25 5.20e-02 3.12 6.00e-03 3.10 7.01e-04
x0 = (0.51, 0.5), r = 0.25 7.41e-02 3.46 6.71e-03 2.39 1.28e-03
(a) L∞ convergence rates for κ-weighted truncation error
Test e32 Order e64 Order e128
x0 = (0.5, 0.5), r = 0.255 4.93e-03 3.92 3.26e-04 3.91 2.17e-05
x0 = (0.501, 0.501), r = 0.25 4.87e-03 3.95 3.14e-04 3.87 2.14e-05
x0 = (0.51, 0.5), r = 0.25 5.06e-03 3.98 3.21e-04 3.91 2.14e-05
(b) L1 convergence rates for κ-weighted truncation error
Test e32 Order e64 Order e128
x0 = (0.5, 0.5), r = 0.255 2.01e-05 3.85 1.40e-06 3.88 9.48e-08
x0 = (0.501, 0.501), r = 0.25 3.38e-05 4.55 1.45e-06 3.88 9.84e-08
x0 = (0.51, 0.5), r = 0.25 3.02e-05 3.34 2.97e-06 4.91 9.88e-08
(c) L∞ convergence rates for solution error
Test e32 Order e64 Order e128
(x0, y0) = (0.5, 0.5), r = 0.255 5.56e-06 3.90 3.73e-07 3.92 2.47e-08
(x0, y0) = (0.501, 0.501), r = 0.25 6.06e-06 4.00 3.79e-07 3.91 2.51e-08
(x0, y0) = (0.51, 0.5), r = 0.25 5.94e-06 3.93 3.90e-07 3.96 2.50e-08
(d) L1 convergence rates for solution error
Table 3.3: Convergence rates for 4th order method applied to domain outside of the
circle (x− x0)2 + (y− y0)2 = r2. Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed on the
boundaries.
As a result, we summarize the main features of the spectra in Table 3.7.
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Test e32 Order e64 Order e128
x0 = (0.5, 0.5), r = 0.255 5.19e-02 2.29 1.06e-02 2.48 1.90e-03
x0 = (0.501, 0.501), r = 0.25 5.17e-02 2.03 1.27e-02 2.69 1.96e-03
x0 = (0.51, 0.5), r = 0.25 5.53e-02 2.09 1.30e-02 2.63 2.10e-03
(a) L∞ convergence rates for κ-weighted truncation error
Test e32 Order e64 Order e128
x0 = (0.5, 0.5), r = 0.255 5.41e-03 3.77 3.95e-04 3.90 2.64e-05
x0 = (0.501, 0.501), r = 0.25 5.42e-03 3.86 3.72e-04 3.85 2.581e-05
x0 = (0.51, 0.5), r = 0.25 5.40e-03 3.82 3.83e-04 3.91 2.542e-05
(b) L1 convergence rates for κ-weighted truncation error
Test e32 Order e64 Order e128
x0 = (0.5, 0.5), r = 0.255 5.41e-05 3.95 3.49e-06 3.94 2.27e-07
x0 = (0.501, 0.501), r = 0.25 5.32e-05 3.91 3.53e-06 3.95 2.29e-07
x0 = (0.51, 0.5), r = 0.25 5.52e-05 3.95 3.58e-06 3.94 2.33e-07
(c) L∞ convergence rates for solution error
Test e32 Order e64 Order e128
x0 = (0.5, 0.5), r = 0.255 1.09e-05 4.08 6.45e-07 3.97 4.12e-08
x0 = (0.501, 0.501), r = 0.25 1.08e-05 4.06 6.48e-07 3.96 4.17e-08
x0 = (0.51, 0.5), r = 0.25 1.11e-05 4.08 6.55e-07 3.96 4.21e-08
(d) L1 convergence rates for solution error
Table 3.4: Convergence rates for 4th order method applied to domain outside of the
circle (x− x0)2 + (y− y0)2 = r2. Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed on the
square, and Neumann boundary conditions are prescribed on the circle.
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(a) Spectrum for fourth order method applied to domain outside of circle wih center (0.5, 0.5)
and radius 0.25. Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed on the square. The operator is
not weighted by volume fraction. Only the eigenvalues with positive imaginary components
are plotted because eigenvalues come in complex conjugate pairs. Independent of the circle
boundary condition type, the operator has a few eigenvalues with large imaginary component
(indicated by green circle). It also has large negative eigenvalues (indicated by the red circle
for Dirchlet boundary conditions and the blue circle for Neumann boundary conditions)
because small cells are present. The Cartesian grid is 64× 64.
Test Case λ∗ λmax λmin
x0 = (0.5, 0.5), r = 0.255, Dirichlet BCs on EB -3.6e4 + 28i -106 -1.0e6
x0 = (0.501, 0.501), r = 0.25, Dirichlet BCs on EB -3.1e4 + 5.0i -103 -2.5e6
x0 = (0.5, 0.5), r = 0.255, Neumann BCs on EB -3.0e4 + 24i -39 -9.1e4
x0 = (0.501, 0.501), r = 0.25, Neumann BCs on EB -3.5e4 + 17i -38 -1.3e5
x0 = (0.51, 0.5), r = 0.25, Neumann BCs on EB -2.0e4 + 10i -38 -4.0e5
(b) Summary of spectra information for the fourth order method applied to the circle ge-
ometries. x0 is the center of the circle, r is the radius. The three columns are: the eigenvalue
with the largest imaginary component (λ∗), the eigenvalue with the largest real component
(λmax), and the eigenvalue with the smallest real component (λmin). Note that the eigen-
values come in complex conjugate pairs, and only the eigenvalue with a positive imaginary
component is given in the first column.
Fig. 3.2
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Fig. 3.3: Spectrum for operator generated using the method in [19]. The operator has
been weighted by volume fraction. The domain is the region outside of the circle wih
center (0.5, 0.5) and radius 0.25. Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed on the
boundaries. Like the operator for the weighted least squares method, this operator
has a cluster of eigenvalues with non-negligible imaginary component (indicated by
the green circle). The Cartesian grid is 64× 64.
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Fig. 3.4: Solution error from fourth order method applied to area underneath the
curve y = 0.25 +
√
2
2 (1− cos(2pix)). Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed on
the boundaries. The Cartesian grid is 128× 128.
3.5.1. Trignometric Curve. Our next domain is the region underneath the
curve
y = 0.25 +
√
2
2
(1− cos(2pix)). (3.1)
We apply the fourth order method to solve Poisson’s equation on this geometry.
Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed on the boundaries. Figure 3.4 shows
the solution error on the grid with meshwidth h = 1/128, and Table 3.5 lists the
convergence rates. It is clear that the method converges at fourth order for this
example.
3.5.2. Four circles. Next, we consider the domain outside of the four circles
with centers (0.25, 0.25), (0.75, 0.25), (0.25, 0.75), (0.75, 0.75) and all with radius
0.215. We apply the fourth order method; Dirichlet boundary conditions are pre-
scribed on the boundaries. Figure 3.5 shows the solution error on the grid with
meshwidth 1/128.
Unlike the previous examples, we simulate this example on grids with N =64,
128, and 256 because the N = 32 is too coarse to compute a fourth order flux. On
the 64x64 grid, each of the circles is only 3 grid cells away from the square boundary.
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Test e32 Order e64 Order e128
κ-weighted truncation error, L∞ 7.82e-02 3.38 7.53e-03 3.06 9.03e-04
κ-weighted truncation error, L1 3.99e-03 3.75 2.97e-04 3.86 2.05e-05
Solution error, L∞ 4.03e-05 3.99 2.53e-06 4.00 1.58e-07
Solution error, L1 1.10e-05 3.91 7.32e-0 3.93 4.82e-08
Table 3.5: Convergence rates for fourth order method applied to area underneath the
curve y = 0.25 +
√
2
2 (1− cos(2pix)). Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed on
the boundaries.
Fig. 3.5: Solution error from 4th order applied to the area outside of four circles that
are close to the square boundary. Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed on the
boundaries. The Cartesian grid is 128× 128.
Thus, a face close to the boundary has the minimum information to construct a fourth
order flux: 3 cells, 1 embedded boundary face, and 1 domain boundary face. Despite
this limited information, the κ-weighted truncation error and solution error converge
at fourth order. Also, the operator is stable (see Table 3.7).
3.6. Sphere. In this section, we apply a fourth order method to solve Poisson’s
equation on the inside of a sphere, with center (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) and radius 0.45. The
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Test e64 Order e128 Order e256
Truncation error with kappa, L∞ 3.45e-02 5.24 9.13e-04 3.19 1.00e-04
Truncation error with kappa, L1 1.12e-03 4.61 4.62e-05 3.90 3.10e-06
Solution error, L∞ 1.04e-06 4.04 6.30e-08 3.94 4.11e-09
Solution error, L1 1.73e-07 4.12 9.98e-09 3.88 6.77e-10
Table 3.6: Convergence rates for fourth order method where the domain is the outside
of four circles that are close to the square boundary.
Test Case λ∗ λmax λmin
x0 = (0.5, 0.5), r = 0.25, Dirichlet BCs on EB -2.5e4 + 11i -104 -9.5e6
x0 = (0.5, 0.5), r = 0.255, Dirichlet BCs on EB -3.6e4 + 28i -106 -1.0e6
x0 = (0.501, 0.501), r = 0.25, Dirichlet BCs on EB -3.1e4 + 5.0i -103 -2.5e6
x0 = (0.5, 0.5), r = 0.25, Neumann BCs on EB -3.5e4 + 12i -38 -6.9e4
x0 = (0.5, 0.5), r = 0.255, Neumann BCs on EB -3.0e4 + 24i -39 -9.1e4
x0 = (0.501, 0.501), r = 0.25, Neumann BCs on EB -3.5e4 + 17i -38 -1.3e5
x0 = (0.51, 0.5), r = 0.25, Neumann BCs on EB -2.0e4 + 10i -38 -4.0e5
Other geometries
Four circles, Dirichlet BCs on EB -4.4e4 + 1.6e3i -240 -6.4e5
Sine curve, Dirichlet BCs on EB -3.3e4 + 600i -51 -1.8e6
Table 3.7: Summary of spectra information for the 4th order method applied to
various geometries. The three columns are: the eigenvalue with the largest imaginary
component (λ∗), the eigenvalue with the largest real component (λmax), and the
eigenvalue with the smallest real component (λmin). Note that the eigenvalues come in
complex conjugate pairs, and only the eigenvalue with a positive imaginary component
is given in the first column. The meshwidth of the Cartesian grid is 1/64. Dirichlet
boundary conditions are prescribed on the square boundary.
exact solution for this test problem is
φ(x, y, z) = sin(2pi(x− x0)) sin(2pi(y − y0)) sin(2pi(z − z0)), (3.2)
where x0 =
√
2/2, y0 =
√
3/2, and z0 = 0.54321. Table 3.8 shows the solution error
convergence rates. It is clear that the method is fourth order. Figure 3.6 shows the
solution error on a grid with meshwidth h = 1/128.
4. Conclusions. We have presented an algorithm to generate higher-order con-
servative finite volume discretizations for Poisson’s equation on cut cell grids. The
Poisson operator is written in terms of face fluxes, which we approximate using a
polynomial interpolant. The key to the method is to use weighted least squares to
generate stable stencils. In particular, the linear system for the face flux stencil is
underdetermined, and we can use weights to pick a stable stencil from the space of
solutions.
By applying the method to a variety of geometries, we have demonstrated that
the method achieves second and fourth order accuracy. In each of these examples, we
have also shown that the discrete Laplacian operator is stable; that is, it has strictly
negative eigenvalues.
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We are currently studying the effect of different weighting functions on the oper-
ator spectrum for a future theory paper. We are also looking into how other choices,
like neighbor selection and centering of the interpolant, modify the spectrum. Our
current method produces a Laplacian operator with eigenvalues that depend on the
inverse of the smallest volume fractions. The operator spectrum also contains a small
cluster of eigenvalues with non-negligible imaginary components. We hope to alleviate
both problems in the future. Finally, we plan to study the effect of using standard
regular stencils in the interior for the theory paper.
The method described in this paper is applicable to other problems in div-flux
form. For example, we are working on a fourth-order method for advection-diffusion.
For this problem, we are using an upwind weighting system. Another application
for the future is the variable coefficient Poisson’s equations for smoothly varying
coefficients.
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Norm e32 Order e64
L∞ 9.16e-05 3.87 6.27e-06
L1 1.38e-05 3.81 9.81e-07
L2 2.17e-05 3.81 1.54e-06
Table 3.8: Solution error convergence rates in the L∞, L1, and L2 norms for 4th order
method applied to inside of sphere with center (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) and radius 0.45.
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Fig. 3.6: Solution error for 4th order method applied to inside of sphere with center
(0.5, 0.5, 0.5) and radius 0.45. Each image shows three cross-sections through the
center of the sphere. The triad next to each image shows the orientation of the sphere
in the image.
